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Well Mr Startrak courier was certainly busy this week! Over the course of 3 days I have received parcels from Fujifilm, Zhiyun, DJI, Miller and more, all chock full of goodies for review
(and giveaway in the case of Miller)
Some of the products I have managed to get First Looks out and they are in this edition. I had
hoped to get a field test done with the DJI Ronin RS3 but a firmware issue with the camera
stalled that for a few days so this will be available next week.
Also in the pipeline is a huge, major review from Dr David Smith on the Blackmagic Design
URSA 12K camera with a fantastic lens (or two). Stay tuined!
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zine and website. One idea I will be trying is including a section every month (maybe weekly
EDIUS, Apple etc).
New subscribers can register their interest in whichever is their NLE of choice, and they will
then get their copy of the e-Magazine containing that section as obviously, information on
other NLEs (updates, plugins, fixes, hints and tips etc) are of no interest.
What are your thoughts on this? Let me know via david@auscamonline.com
Until next time, keep safe and well, and thanks for the support!
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EDITORIAL
News From Around The Industry
Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

Grass Valley Releases EDIUS Home

EDITORIAL

Mercalli V6 delivers perfect results
and now even optimizes light and
color. The completely new look
The EDIUS X Pro Home Edition offers
and the very modern user interface
the full range of functions and feamakes working with Mercalli V6 a
tures of the regular full version includvery simple and intuitive experiing the extensive plug-in package
ence.
from Acon, ProDAD and NewBlue for
optimizing audio, title creation and
video effects. The upcoming EDIUS X
10.xx updates will also be made available for download free of charge to
users of the Home Edition.

Our new "Artifial Intelligence Application" (AiA for short) automatically adjusts all parameters for optimal stabilization and CMOS correction, making
it easy for you to produce amazing
results where even the previous Mercalli version reached its limits.

See the full release here

fects Toolbox for you

codecs, framerates, and resolutions
on one timeline.

Get more info or a trial version here.
We have a full review comiong very
soon.

• 86 new Shape presets
• New Creative images presets
If you already own, its a FREE update

Winners announced for the 2022
Sony Alpha Awards,

Are You a StreamDeck User? After Ef-

ProDAD Releases Mercall 6

EDIUS X Pro is known for its excellent
performance and stability and does
not require a subscription. EDIUS offers
Background Rendering for a smooth,
creative, and virtually unstoppable
workflow. EDIUS natively supports the
latest recording formats and camera
codecs and allows mixing of different
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Mercalli V6 is a revolution in terms
of the performance and quality of
CMOS and rolling shutter correction,
and is additionally optimized where
every other stabilizer has to give up.
The once again increased quality
with significantly faster rendering and
new hardware acceleration, as well
as the newly added optimization of
the image quality, all this, makes your
spontaneous shots real highlights!

Mercalli V6 gives you exactly the
kind of stabilization you want for
your shots. For example, ultra-wideangle shots can also be stabilized
and the special fisheye look can be
optionally preserved. In addition, individually created camera profiles
can be imported from proDAD Defishr (optional) - for the best correction of your own camera or lenses.

Contains:
• New 108 icons

Today marks the seventh annual Sony
Alpha Awards, celebrating the spectacular talents of Australian and New
Zealand photographers captured on
Sony Alpha cameras and lenses. The
Alpha Awards aspire to drive creativity, reward professionals and enthusiasts alike, and showcase exceptional
photography work.

Almost 4,000 images were submitted
by professional and amateur photographers across the 12 categories
for the chance to be recognised for
their photographic talents.
The winners across each category
were carefully selected by our board
panel of judges who are all acclaimed for their body of work
and experience. The overall
Grand Prize winner was judged
by Scott Gray, CEO of the World
Photography
Organisation.
Sony has given away $44,000
AUD worth of Sony camera
gear with each category winner receiving AUD $4,000 and
the Grand Prize Winner, Caitlin Eafie, taking away AUD $10,000
worth Sony camera gear.
Sony extends their congratulations to
all the winners and thanks to everyone who participated. The winning
entries of the seventh annual Sony Alpha Awards can be viewed on Sony
Scene.
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EDITING (NLE)

New Release: Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve 18
It's a major new release that has • Vastly improved project library • Support for timed text TTML, XML
performance for network workand embedded MXF/IMF subtispent quite some time in beta, but
flows.
tles.
it is finally here.
As is the norm for DaVinci, there are • Improved project performance,
two versions: the entirely free baespecially when working with
sic version for Mac, Windows and
large projects.
LINUX and the paid Studio versikon
• New Proxy Generator app for
for those same platforms.
auto-creating proxies within
And again, as usual, if you get the
watch folders.
paid version, all updates from now,
• Ability to choose between priincluding new versions will be free.
oritizing proxies or camera origiHere's what is new:
nals.
• Proxy files in subfolders are automatically assigned in the media
• Blackmagic Cloud to host and
pool.
manage cloud-based project
libraries.

Key Features

Media & Edit

• Collaborate securely over the internet using Blackmagic ID.
• Support for intelligent path mapping to relink files automatically.
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• Ability to view and import subtitles from media storage.
• Support for relinking subtitle clips
from the media pool.
• Subtitle region support with multiple simultaneous captions per
track.
• Set individual presets, text positions and intuitively edit between
regions.
• Add, rename and manage regions from the timeline context
menu.

• Stabilize Blackmagic Pocket • Ability to export TTML subtitles
from the track header context
Camera clips with camera gyro
menu.
metadata.
• New subtitle improvements in- • Ability to import, export and embed multiple subtitle tracks as
cluding:

EDITING (NLE)

New Release: Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve 18
TTML.

Color

• Support for bidirectional tracking in advanced panels.

• Support for reversing shape, iris • New object mask capability in
Magic Mask.
• Support for fast review playback
and wipe transitions in the edit
mode in advanced panels.
page.
• Adjustment clips and Fusion generators can bypass color man- • ACES support for Blackmagic
• Support for showing up to 25 siagement.
Gen 5 camera formats.
multaneous multicam angles on
the viewer.

• Support for syncing clip groups in • Support for the HDR Vivid standremote grading sessions.
ard.
• Edit Index now shows clip duration.
• Ability to trigger bidirectional • Reference gamut compression
tracking from advanced and
enabled by default in ACES 1.3.
• Ability to navigate keyframes
mini panels.
outside trimmed clip extents.
• Ability to navigate retime key- • Support for matte finesse and 3D
qualifier in advanced and mini
frames using hotkeys.
panels.
• Smart bin filter for disabled time• Dolby Vision highlight clipping
lines.
support in advanced panels.
• Render in place and open in
Fusion actions can be assigned • Support for bypassing color outputs from advanced panels.
shortcuts.

Resolve FX

• New Resolve FX Depth Map to
generate 3D depth based keys
in Studio.
• New Resolve FX Fast Noise.
• New Resolve FX Despill.

See the complete list (and there are
• Reset Fusion composition now • Add key mixers with auto-con- LOTS more!) here.
nected key outs from advanced
works on multiple clip selections.
panels.
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ACCESSORIES

First Look: DJI RONIN RS 3
It seems everyone wants / needs
a gimbal these days and so the
various manufacturers are all
bringing out new models of their
fare almost weekly.
From the smallest smartphone to
cameras like the Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera Pro 6K, there is
a suitable gimbal from any number
of manufacturers such as DJI, Zhiyun and Feyutech.

a pole with a weight on the bottom
and a Manfrotto head on the top)
any time soon, but my CameraGrip
jib still has its uses.

DJI RS3

One of the major players in the
gimbal marketplace is DJI and the
company recently released its RS3
model of which there are 3 players
– the base RS3, the RS3 Combo and
the RS3 Pro. For this review I have the
However, the first thing you need
RS3 Pro configuration which is the
to ask, is do you need one? I have
same as the basic RS3 except for
come across some comments in
the inclusion of an extra handle (for
various newsgroups that seem to inthe so-called “briefcase” mode), a
fer if you have one, all your worldly
focussing and is similar to that on
focus motor and a bag.
video problems will be solved.
the radical Ronin 4D.
The RS3 Pro on the other hand inBut no, the reality is that gimbals do
creases the gimbal’s capacity Assembly
have their limitations, and in some
(weight of camera it can handle)
Assembling the RS3 from the case
situations, the traditional dollies and
from 3Kg to 4.5Kg and has longer
is a 2-minute job, if that. The tripod
jibs etc still are a better solution.
arms for physically larger cameras.
legs are expanded, the main colI don’t expect I will be switching
Finally an optional LiDAR rangefindumn (which contains the battery)
back to my Steady Stick (ostensibly
er system allows for more accurate
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ACCESSORIES

First Look: DJI RONIN RS 3
Balancing

promise, for first time users will save
you a LOT of time.

As with any gimbal, the first thing
you need to master is the balanc- One nice thing with the DJI RS3 is
ing sequence.
that once you have camera balanced, you can take it off and reIf you have never used a gimbal beplace without a rebalancing profore, this is a procedure you must go
cedure due to the clever quick
through every time you add a camrelease plate used.
era to a gimbal. The procedure involves sliding each of the x, y and Note that if you change any aspect
z axis arms into a position so that of the camera, such as changwhen all the arms are unlocked, the ing lenses, adding anything to the
camera will sit in any position with- body etc or of course, switching to
out moving.
a different camera, you will need to
re-balance.
A new feature is a small cog wheel
on the base plate allowing fine tun- After balance, an auto-tuning opscrewed on and tightened and
ing of that axis’ balancing.
tion on the touch-screen LCD is sethen the gimbal slotted into this. Filected so that the RS3 can apply
nally, the base plate is added and The first time you do it, it seems quite
the correction tension on to each
the quick release plate attached to daunting – and can be downright
motor in the arms, dependent on
your camera which is slid into posi- frustrating! There are a number of
the camera weight.
online videos that will help and the
tion on the arm and locked.
one I used is shown at the end of the Read the rest of the review here
story. Helpfully, it takes you through
each step in the right order, and I
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Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

HARDWARE

First Look: Zhiyun Fiveray Lightstick
In fishing parlance, if you have
a love of all things gadgety, and
can’t resist buying that new
brightly coloured lure, the new
gizmo to remove a fish hook or
the latest contraption to help you
tie a hook on without jamming
the point through your finger,
then there is a name for you.

First Look: Zhiyun Fiveray Lightstick

Fiveray is a high powered and very
portable LED fill light that comes
chock full of party tricks and is a
great tool for those who film live
interviews or do still photography

especially. It also makes a pretty
damn good camping light just quietly, although it is NOT waterproof
but it rated IP20., in other words,
“the product is touchproof and will
A Tackle Rat.
be resistant to dust or objects that
I wonder if there should be such a are over 12mm in size. However,
title for the same sort of folk who it has no protection whatsoever
inhabit the film and video making against liquids and will be susceptiworld?
ble to damage if it comes into contact with sprays of water”.
A Gadget Junkie? Think of a name
and I’ll work out a suitable prize for The Fiveray is powered by an interthe best one. Let me know at da- nal Lithium battery and rechargeavid@auscamonline.com.
ble by either USB-C or external 24v / bilities under so many potential cir5A power supply. (This is an optional cumstances, any indications would
But we all love a good gadget, and
extra).
be wildly wrong in reality. All the
the latest to cross my desk is yet anmanual tells us is that under maxiother product from Zhiyun called a There are sadly no real figures givmum power you’ll get around 31
Fiveray, also known by the not so en as to battery life under different
minutes.
sexy moniker FR100C.
conditions as with so many possiPAGE 12

HARDWARE

Now that may seem like a copout, but when you discover the full
potential of the Fiveray, you’ll see
what I mean. So a complete physical description is in order.

Description

Controls

The Fiveray is about ½ metre
long and 50mm on each side
and has a solid feel about it
weighing in at almost 1Kg.

Everything can be controlled from
the combination on/off and rotary switch. And by everything, that
means a LOT of things, thus showing
of the versatility of the Fiveray.

The body on one side is dominated by a frosted white lens- Surrounding the rotary switch are
cum-light shade and on the four small labels – DIM, MAX, CCT
other by no less than 6 cooling and HIS. Taking these one by one:
fans.
DIM: A single press of the DIM button
On the fan side and below allows you to enter the brightness
them (with the Fiveray in the adjustment interface, also known
vertical orientation that is), is as CCT mode. Here you can then
a control panel made up of a switch between Brightness and Colsmall, coloured LED screen and our Temperature.
rotary switch with a central on/
HSI: Again, a single press enters the
off switch. On the side next to
HSI full colour mode interface and
the control panel are the pair
here you are able to switch beof charging ports. And on the
tween Hue, Saturation and the Full
bottom, a standard ¼” threadColour Interface.
ed hole for light stand or tripod
mounting.
Read the rest of the review here
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a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod worth over A$1000

ACCESSORIES

Which Drone? Mini SE, Mini 3, Air2S, Mavic 3? FPV?

Key Features:
• Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
• Wide payload range up to 5 kilograms
• Selectable counterbalance
• Bubble level indicator
• Durable lightweight aluminium alloy construction
• 3 year warranty
Made in Australia
Build Material for Legs: Carbon Fibre | Alloy

go to www.australian-videocamera.com and fill in the popup to enter!

In the various drone newsgroups
around the internet, there is a
common pair of questions that
really have the same answer.
And no, it’s not the “can I fly here”
one nor the “do I need a licence“
one).

a while and now I want to upgrade, should I buy”, let’s explore the posso which one do I get?”.
sibilities.

There are variations on these ques- Up front, this is not a paid advert for
tions of course, but the obvious DJI by the way so let’s get that out
question back to both is “what do of the way. The reality is that in the
you want to do with it?”
consumer space DJI rules, at least
for the present, and this article is not
So,
accepting
there
are
a
million
The first is “I am about to buy my first
even going to touch on the induspossible
answers
to
that
question,
drone and don’t know which one
trial use of drones. So I am going to
and
it
is
essentially
the
same
anto get”. The second is “I have had
stick to the available DJI models I
swer
when
folk
ask,
“what
camera
a (brand name / model) drone for
think will fit each bill.
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ACCESSORIES

Which Drone? Mini SE, Mini 3, Air2S, Mavic 3? FPV?

Which Drone? Mini SE, Mini 3, Air2S, Mavic 3? FPV?

Brand New to Drones

anyway. Its predecessors, the Mini
and Mini 2 were quite a bit less expensive than the Mini 3, but they
didn’t have the same features or
capabilities either.

flying is for you. You can find these
cheapies in a myriad of places, but
As longer-term readers will know, I
I do suggest you NOT buy one over
did a stint at my local Jaycar store
the ‘net from an overseas supplier.
on a part time basis during the pandemic’s first 2 years. Jaycar sell a From customer’s horror stories, a lot
drone, a DJI Mini knock off, and a of these are plain rubbish, with the
lot of people bought these. Many most common fault being the batthought that it would be compara- teries fail very quickly and replaceble with the DJI offering – it looked ments are usually unavailable. At
the same albeit it being yellow – least with the Jaycar one (and othand if the purchaser was brand new ers bought locally), you will get a
to drones, often I didn’t discourage statutory minimum 90-day warranthem.
ty.
Instead I explained how when you
start out, you will at some point
crash. These don’t have the control
and avoidance smarts of the more
expensive units and therefore it is
better to drive an $89 drone into a
tree or the ground and destroy it
rather than one costing 10 times as
much.

Beginner
Let’s assume you have either a)
had multiple crashes of a cheapie
drone and decided you need one
with better control or b) you have
mastered the cheapie and now
want to get serious.

What do you want to do with the
This way you’ll also find out if drone drone?
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Just enjoy flying, testing your skill
through obstacles and take the occasional photo or video?
Practice flying with a view to maybe getting involved later with a
proper racing drone
and
compete?

Use it to
enhance your existing photography or video skills – in
other words treat it as a flying camera?
In each of these scenarios, the DJI
Mini 3, a relatively new model in
the market should fit the bill without
breaking the bank. Not too much

cheapie by any stretch, but the
Mini 3 is a very capable drone and
ideal for those who want to explore
just what a drone can offer.

original Mini in fact. There are no
avoidance sensors, video is only at
1080p HD, and maximum range is
4Km, but at AUD$459 it is a bargain.

Having said that, I do have a Mini
For example, the Mini 3 is pretty 2 and love it. Its
crash proof as it has forwards, back- eminently portwards and downwards sensors to able,
weighs
avoid collisions. In the “smarts” are- under
250g
as when shooting video it has clev- and works with
er things such as camera tracking either an Anof objects and people / animals to droid or iPhone.
automatically keep them in frame, You’ll get a
time lapse features and “Master- second hand
shots”, presets for a number of spe- Mini for percific drone movements.
haps AUD$300
and a Mini 2 for
Battery life is superb at around 30
AUD$500 I am guessing, but neither
minutes, and you can shoot in 4K at
of these have avoidance sensors.
up to 60 frames per second allowing for cinematic and slo-mo video There is another model available
as well as the newer HDR specifica- if you are on a really tight budget
tion if your TV supports that.
and that is the Mini SE. Using the

An important point here is that your

AT AUD$1119 it is as I said, not a

same base body as the Mini 3, it is
a lower spec version, close to the

drone talks to your smartphone via
an app. The DJI app is called DJI
Fly, is fully featured as you’d expect,
and you download it from the DJI
website (do NOT download it from
the Google Play Store.
For th rest of the story click here.
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Proxies. What are they? When should I use them?
Do a search of any of the newsgroups around dedicated to video
editing – whether in general or
for specific packages such as Adobe Premiere or Vegas or Resolve and use the word “choppy” as the
search criteria.

top about a year ago, especially
when using DaVinci Resolve. Increasing the memory to 32GB helped, as
did a faster and bigger hard drive,
but when I started to do serious 4K
editing, the gremlin would occasionally pop up in all its frustrating-ness.

are editing. You use this file to assemble the finished product, and then
when ready for the final render, the
real footage is substituted back in,
with the editing software “knowing”
from the proxy files where to make
the edits and place the clips.

I guarantee you’ll find hundreds of
posts about the subject. And
in most cases, the “problem”
is caused by hardware, the
computer, not being able to
keep up with the software.

But for many, the solution is quite sim-

Different NLEs approach this in different ways. In Vegas Pro for
example, you can tell it in
Preferences to automatically
create proxies. With DaVinci
Resolve, you select all the
clips you want to turn into
proxies in the Media Pool,
right click and choose “Create Proxies”. Check your NLE
Help files for the way they do it
(Adobe Premiere pro, Final Cut etc).

The same problem occurred
when we went from standard definition to 4K, when
special effects capability
was built into NLEs as against using
stand alone packages such as After
Effects, and now, with 8K becoming
available (Gawd knows why), it will
undoubtedly happen again.
I noticed it on my main computer, a
very capable up-specced Dell desk-

ple, and won’t even cost you anything.
It’s called “Proxies”.

To see the complete story, please
click here.

In short, a proxy is a low re version of
the master file you have shot and / or
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